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The Routledge Handbook of Politics in Asia is designed to serve as a
comprehensive reference guide to politics in Asia. Covering East,
South, Southeast, and Central Asia, this handbook brings together the
work of leading international academics to cover the political
histories, institutions, economies, and cultures of the region. Taking
a comparative approach, it is divided into four parts, including: A
thorough introduction to the politics of the four regions of Asia from
the perspectives of democratization, foreign policy, political
economy, and political culture. An examination of the "Big Three" of
Asia – China, India, and Japan – focusing on issues including post-Mao
reform, China’s new world outlook, Indian democracy, and Japanese
foreign policy. A discussion of important contemporary issues, such as
human rights, the politics of the internet, security, nationalism, and
geopolitics. An analysis of the relationship between politics and
certain theoretical ideas, such as Confucianism, Hinduism, socialist
constitutionalism, and gender norms. As an invaluable and allinclusive resource, this handbook will be useful for students,
scholars, researchers, and practitioners of Asian politics and
comparative politics.
What does responsibility mean in International Relations (IR)? This
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handbook brings together cutting-edge research on the critical debates
about responsibility that are currently being undertaken in IR theory.
This handbook both reflects upon an emerging field based on an
engagement in the most crucial theoretical debates and serves as a
foundational text by showing how deeply a discussion of responsibility
is embedded in broader questions of IR theory and practice.
Contributions cover the way in which responsibility is theorized
across different approaches in IR and relevant neighboring disciplines
and demonstrate how responsibility matters in different policy fields
of global governance. Chapters with an empirical focus zoom in on
particular actor constellations of (emerging) states, international
organizations, political movements, or corporations, or address how
responsibility matters in structuring the politics of global commons,
such as oceans, resources, or the Internet. Providing a comprehensive
overview of IR scholarship on responsibility, this accessible and
interdisciplinary text will be a valuable resource for scholars and
students in many fields including IR, international law, political
theory, global ethics, science and technology, area studies,
development studies, business ethics, and environmental and security
governance.
This Handbook brings together scholars whose essays discuss
significant issues with regard to international organization as a
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process and international organizations as institutions. Although the
focus is on intergovernmental organizations (IGOs), non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) are discussed where relevant. The handbook is
divided into six parts: Documentation, Data Sets and Sources
International Secretariats as Bureaucracies Actors within
International Bureaucracies Processes within International
Bureaucracies Challenges to International Organizations, and Expanding
International Architectures. The state-of-the-art articles are meant
to encourage current and future generations of scholars to enjoy
working in and further exploiting the field and are also of great
interest to practitioners of international organization and global
governance
The Routledge Handbook of Political Management is a comprehensive
overview of the field of applied politics, encompassing political
consulting, campaigns and elections, lobbying and advocacy, grass
roots politics, fundraising, media and political communications, the
role of the parties, political leadership, and the ethical dimensions
of public life. While most chapters focus on American politics and
campaigns, there are also contributions on election campaigns in
Europe, the Middle East, Russia, Australia, East Asia, and Latin
America. In addition to a thorough treatment of campaign and
elections, the authors discuss modern techniques, problems, and issues
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of advocacy, lobbying, and political persuasion, with a special
emphasis throughout the volume on technology, the Internet, and online
communications as political tools. Grounded in the disciplines of
political science, political communications, and political marketing,
the Routledge Handbook of Political Management explores the linkages
between applied politics and social science theory. Leading American
and international scholars and practitioners provide an exhaustive and
up-to-date treatment of the state of this emerging field. This
publication is a major resource for advanced undergraduates, graduate
students, and scholars of campaigns, elections, advocacy, and applied
politics, as well as for political management professionals.
The Routledge Handbook on Responsibility in International Relations
Routledge Handbook of International Political Sociology
Routledge Handbook of Postcolonial Politics
Performance, Policy, Power
This Handbook provides a comprehensive global survey of the policy process.
Written by an outstanding line up of distinguished scholars and practitioners, the
Handbook covers all aspects of the policy process including: Theory – from rational
choice to the new institutionalism Frameworks – network theory, advocacy coalition
and development models Key stages in the process – Formulation, implementation
and evaluation Agenda setting and decision making The roles of key actors and
institutions This is an invaluable resource for all scholars, graduate students and
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practitioners in public policy and policy analysis.
The Routledge Handbook of International Local Government conducts a rigorous,
innovative and distinctive analysis of local government within a comparative,
international context. Examining the subject matter with unrivalled breadth and depth,
this handbook shows how different cultures and countries develop different
institutions, structures and processes over time, yet that all have some features in
common – the most obvious of which is the recognition that some decisions are better
made, some services better delivered, and some engagement with the state better
organised if there is structured organisational expression of the importance of the
local dimension of all these factors . Thematically organised, it includes contributions
from international experts with reference to the wider context in terms of
geographies, local government modes, recent developments and possible further lines
of research. It has a wide academic appeal internationally and will steer a course
between the two dimensions of mono-jurisdictional studies and ‘cataloguing’ forms of
comparison. The Routledge Handbook of International Local Government will be
essential reading and an authoritative reference for scholars, students, researchers
and practitioners involved in, and actively concerned about, research on local
government.
The Routledge Handbook of International Law provides a definitive global survey of
the interaction of international politics and international law. Each chapter is written
by a leading expert and provides a state of the art overview of the most significant
areas within the field. This highly topical collection of specially commissioned papers
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from both established authorities and rising stars is split into four key sections: The
Nature of International Law including the interaction between the disciplines of
International Law and International Relations The Evolution of International Law
progressing from the ancient world to present day. Law and Power in International
Society discussing topical issues such as the war in Iraq and the international
criminal court Key Issues in International Law including international refugee law,
indigenous rights, intellectual property, trade and the challenges presented by "new
terrorism". A comprehensive survey of the state of the discipline, The Routledge
Handbook of International Law is an essential work of reference for scholars and
practitioners of international Law.
This handbook examines the regional and international dynamics of the Middle East.
It challenges the state society dichotomy to make sense of decision-making and
behavior by ruling regimes. The 33 chapter authors include the world's leading
scholars of the Middle East and International Relations (IR) in order to make sense of
the region. This synthesis of area studies expertise and IR theory provides a unique
and rigorous account of the region's current dynamics, which have reached a crisis
point since the beginning of the Arab Spring. The Middle East has been characterized
by volatility for more than a century. Although the region attracts significant
scholarly interest, IR theory has rarely been used as a tool to understand events.
The constructivist approach in IR highlights the significance of state identity, shaped
by history and culture, in making sense of international relations. The authors of this
volume consider how IR theory can elucidate the patterns and principles that shape
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the region, in order to provide a rigorous account of the contemporary challenges of
the Middle East. The Routledge Handbook of International Relations in the Middle
East provides comprehensive coverage of International Relations issues in the region.
Thus, it offers key resources for researchers and students interested in International
Relations and the Middle East.
Routledge Handbook of Mediterranean Politics
Routledge Handbook of Critical International Relations
Routledge Handbook of International Statebuilding
Routledge Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy

This new handbook provides a comprehensive and multidisciplinary overview of the
theoretical and empirical aspects of state recognition in international politics. Although
the recognition of states plays a central role in shaping global politics, it remains an
under-researched and widely dispersed subject. Coherently and innovatively structured,
the handbook brings together a group of international scholars who examine the most
important theoretical and comparative perspectives on state recognition, including
debates about pathways to secession and self-determination, the broad range of actors
and strategies that shape the recognition of states and a significant number of
contemporary case studies. The handbook is organised into four key sections:
Theoretical and normative perspectives Pathways to independent statehood Actors,
forms and the process of state recognition Case studies of contemporary state
recognition This handbook will be of great interest to students of foreign policy,
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international relations, international law, comparative politics and area studies. Chapter
19 of this book is freely available as a downloadable Open Access PDF under a
Creative Commons Attribution-Non Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0 license
www.routledge.com/9780815354871
"This handbook provides a comprehensive guide to how Global Political Economy
(GPE) is conceptualized and researched around the world. Including contributions that
range from traditional International Political Economy to GPE approaches, the book
gathers the investigations, perspectives and innovative research from all over the
world"-While the EU has championed "effective multilateralism" and experienced a dramatic
internal reform process to improve its performance in external relations, broader
multilateral processes have also undergone dramatic change. This handbook
addresses the increasingly contested issue of profound political importance: Europe's
presence in multilateral institutions. It assesses both the evolving role of Europe in
international institutions, and the transformations in international institutions
themselves. Acknowledging that the category of international institutions comprises a
highly diverse field of multilateral engagements this handbook presents a state of the
art approach that analyzes both what we have learned about the EU and international
institutions as well as identifying promising avenues for further research. The handbook
is divided into six parts: Part I examines the EU's diplomatic and legal personality in
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international relations that constitutes the internal foundation for the EU's engagement
with international institutions. Part II assesses how EU multilateralism intersects with
other international institutions and provides a means to assess the performance of
international institutions as well as the EU itself in multilateral processes. Part III
focuses on the EU's participation with key institutions within the general UN system,
such as the UN Security Council and the Human Rights Council as well as specific
policy domains such as human rights across UN institutions. Part IV focuses on EU
relations with wide range of international organizations in a variety of fields, from
organizations in economic and security realms to environmental institutions and
specialized agencies. Part V focuses on the EU's engagement in a broad spectrum of
issue-specific international agreements and international regimes, addressing issues
such as non-proliferation of WMDs, climate change, information technology, and the
emerging Gx-system (G7, G8, G20 etc). Part VI examines broader contextual factors
that influence the relationship between the EU and international institutions, including
the evolution of multilateralism, the trans-Atlantic relationship, global norms and the
emergence of multipolarity. This comprehensive volume brings together scholars and
practitioners to summarize and synthesize existing knowledge in the field. It will be of
great interest to students and scholars of European politics, the EU's external relations,
international relations, international organizations and international political economy.
No nation has maintained such an immense stature in world politics as the United
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States has since the Cold War’s end. In the wake of the 9/11 attacks, prompting the
global war on terrorism and the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq, along with
American economic and "soft power" primacy, there has been increased interest in and
scrutiny of American foreign policy. The Routledge Handbook of American Foreign
Policy brings together leading experts in the field to examine current trends in the way
scholars study the history and theories of American conduct in the world, analysis of
state and non-state actors and their tools in conducting policy, and the dynamics of a
variety of pressing transnational challenges facing the United States. This volume
provides a systematic overview of all aspects of American foreign policy and drives the
agenda for further, cutting edge research. Contributors bring analytic depth and breadth
to both the ways in which this subject is approached and the substance of policy
formulation and process. The Handbook is an invaluable resource to students,
researchers, scholars, and journalists trying to make sense of the broader debates in
international relations.
Routledge Handbook of Illiberalism
The Routledge Handbook to Rethinking Ethics in International Relations
The Routledge Handbook of the Political Economy of the Environment
Routledge Handbook of Historical International Relations

Routledge Handbook of International Political SociologyTaylor & Francis
Offering insights from pioneering new perspectives in addition to well-established
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traditions of research, this Handbook considers the activities not only of advocacy
groups in the environmental, feminist, human rights, humanitarian, and peace sectors,
but also the array of religious, professional, and business associations that make up the
wider non-governmental organization (NGO) community. Including perspectives from
multiple world regions, the book takes account of institutions in the Global South,
alongside better-known structures of the Global North. International contributors from a
range of disciplines cover all the major aspects of research into NGOs in International
Relations to present: a comprehensive overview of the historical evolution of NGOs, the
range of structural forms and international networks coverage of major theoretical
perspectives illustrations of how NGOs are influential in every prominent issue-area of
contemporary International Relations evaluation of the significant regional variations
among NGOs and how regional contexts influence the nature and impact of NGOs
analysis of the ways NGOs address authoritarianism, terrorism, and challenges to
democracy, and how NGOs handle concerns surrounding their own legitimacy and
accountability. Exploring contrasting theories, regional dimensions, and a wide range of
contemporary challenges facing NGOs, this Handbook will be essential reading for
students, scholars, and practitioners alike.
The study of the International Political Economy (IPE), like the IPE itself, is plural and
unbounded. Despite what partisans sometimes say, rather than there being ‘one way’
of studying the IPE that is the ‘right way’, we find across the world great variation in
IPE scholarship in terms of focus, questions, and methods. How then can we make
sense of this and understand the field as a whole rather than simply learn one part of it?
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This Handbook is designed to address precisely this concern. It maps the shifting
boundaries and diverse theoretical commitments of IPE around the world. It engages
the geographical and theoretical diversity of the different versions of IPE found in North
America, the UK, in Asia and Australia; and notes the absences of distinctive versions
of IPE in Europe and Latin America. The volume groups together the essential attributes
and positions of each school, inviting the reader to engage with and learn about IPE in
all of its guises through this evolving ‘global conversation.’ Rather than adjudicate ‘the
one true version’ of IPE, it argues that the intellectual diversity we see around the world
is an essential, and positive, feature of the field. With over twenty contributors from a
wide range of countries Routledge Handbook of International Political Economy is an
essential resource for all those with an interest in this complex and rapidly evolving
field of study.
The Routledge Handbook of Political Ecology presents a comprehensive and
authoritative examination of the rapidly growing field of political ecology. Located at the
intersection of geography, anthropology, sociology, and environmental history, political
ecology is one of the most vibrant and conceptually diverse fields of inquiry into naturesociety relations within the social sciences. The Handbook serves as an essential guide
to this rapidly evolving intellectual landscape. With contributions from over 50 leading
authors, the Handbook presents a systematic overview of political ecology’s origins,
practices and core concerns, and aims to advance both ongoing and emerging debates.
While there are numerous edited volumes, textbooks, and monographs under the
heading ‘political ecology,’ these have tended to be relatively narrow in scope, either
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as collections of empirically based (mostly case study) research on a given theme, or
broad overviews of the field aimed at undergraduate audiences. The Routledge
Handbook of Political Ecology is the first systematic, comprehensive overview of the
field. With authors from North and South America, Europe, Australia and elsewhere, the
Handbook of Political Ecology provides a state of the art examination of political
ecology; addresses ongoing and emerging debates in this rapidly evolving field; and
charts new agendas for research, policy, and activism. The Routledge Handbook of
Political Ecology introduces political ecology as an interdisciplinary academic field. By
presenting a ‘state of the art’ examination of the field, it will serve as an invaluable
resource for students and scholars. It not only critically reviews the key debates in the
field, but develops them. The Handbook will serve as an excellent resource for graduate
and advanced undergraduate teaching, and is a key reference text for geographers,
anthropologists, sociologists, environmental historians, and others working in and
around political ecology.
Routledge Handbook of American Foreign Policy
Routledge Handbook of Politics and Technology
Routledge Handbook of State Recognition
IPE as a Global Conversation

Critical international relations is both firmly established and rapidly expanding,
and this Handbook offers a wide-ranging survey of contemporary research. It
affords insights into exciting developments, more challenging issues and less
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prominent topics, examining debates around questions of imperialism, race,
gender, ethics and aesthetics, and offering both an overview of the existing state
of critical international politics and an agenda-setting collection that highlights
emerging areas and fosters future research. Sections cover: critique and the
discipline; relations beyond humanity; art and narrative; war, religion and
security; otherness and diplomacy; spaces and times; resistance; and
embodiment and intimacy. An international group of expert scholars, whose
contributions are commissioned for the volume, provide chapters that facilitate
teaching at advanced undergraduate and postgraduate level, inspire new
generations of researchers in the field and promote collaboration, crossfertilisation and inspiration across sub-fields often treated separately, such as
feminism, postcolonialism and poststructuralism. The volume sees these strands
as complementary not contradictory, and emphasises their shared political goals,
shared theoretical resources and complementary empirical practices. Each
chapter offers specific, focused, in-depth analysis that complements and
exemplifies the broader coverage, making this Routledge Handbook of Critical
International Relations essential reading for all students and scholars of
international relations.
Latin America has been one of the critical areas in the study of comparative
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politics. The region’s experiments with installing and deepening democracy and
promoting alternative modes of economic development have generated intriguing
and enduring empirical puzzles. In turn, Latin America’s challenges continue to
spawn original and vital work on central questions in comparative politics: about
the origins of democracy; about the relationship between state and society; about
the nature of citizenship; about the balance between state and market. The
richness and diversity of the study of Latin American politics makes it hard to stay
abreast of the developments in the many sub-literatures of the field. The
Routledge Handbook of Latin American Politics offers an intellectually rigorous
overview of the state of the field and a thoughtful guide to the direction of future
scholarship. Kingstone and Yashar bring together the leading figures in the study
of Latin America to present extensive empirical coverage, new original research,
and a cutting-edge examination of the central areas of inquiry in the region.
This handbook provides a comprehensive and authoritative survey of Global
Environmental Politics. It brings together leading international academic experts
and features 40 chapters that: Describe the history of global environmental
politics as a discipline and explain the various theories and perspectives used by
scholars and students to understand it. Examine the key actors and institutions in
global environmental politics, explaining the role of states, international
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organizations, regimes, international law, foreign policy institutions, domestic
politics, corporations and transnational actors. Address the ideas and themes
shaping the practice and study of global environmental politics, including
sustainability, consumption, expertise, uncertainty, security, diplomacy, NorthSouth relations, globalisation, justice, ethics, participation and citizenship. Assess
the key issues and policies within global environmental politics, including energy,
climate change, ozone depletion, air pollution, acid rain, sustainable transport,
persistent organic pollutants, hazardous wastes, water, rivers, wetlands, oceans,
fisheries, marine mammals, biodiversity, migratory species, natural heritage,
forests, desertification, food and agriculture. With an in-depth new preface by the
Editor, this edition of the handbook is an invaluable resource for students,
scholars, researchers and practitioners of environmental politics, environmental
studies, environmental science, geography, international relations and political
science.
This handbook examines the regional and international dynamics of the Middle
East. It challenges the state society dichotomy to make sense of decision-making
and behavior by ruling regimes. The 33 chapter authors include the world’s
leading scholars of the Middle East and International Relations (IR) in order to
make sense of the region. This synthesis of area studies expertise and IR theory
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provides a unique and rigorous account of the region’s current dynamics, which
have reached a crisis point since the beginning of the Arab Spring. The Middle
East has been characterized by volatility for more than a century. Although the
region attracts significant scholarly interest, IR theory has rarely been used as a
tool to understand events. The constructivist approach in IR highlights the
significance of state identity, shaped by history and culture, in making sense of
international relations. The authors of this volume consider how IR theory can
elucidate the patterns and principles that shape the region, in order to provide a
rigorous account of the contemporary challenges of the Middle East. The
Routledge Handbook of International Relations in the Middle East provides
comprehensive coverage of International Relations issues in the region. Thus, it
offers key resources for researchers and students interested in International
Relations and the Middle East.
Routledge Handbook of International Organization
Routledge Handbook of International Political Economy (IPE)
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Politics
The Routledge Handbook of East European Politics is an authoritative overview that will help
a wide readership develop an understanding of the region in all its political, economic, and
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social complexity. Including Central Europe, the Baltic republics, South Eastern Europe, and
the Western Balkans, as well as all the countries of the former Soviet Union, it is unrivalled in
breadth and depth, affording a comprehensive overview of Eastern European politics
provided by leading experts in the fields of comparative politics, international relations, and
public administration. Through a series of cutting-edge articles, it seeks to explain and
understand patterns of Eastern European politics today. The Routledge Handbook of East
European Politics will be a key reference point both for advanced-level students developing
knowledge about the subject, researchers producing new material in the area, and those
interested and working in the fields of East European Politics, Russian Politics, EU Politics,
and more broadly in European Politics, Comparative Politics, Democratization Studies, and
International Relations.
This handbook provides a comprehensive global survey of the politics of technology. Written
by an outstanding line up of distinguished scholars in the field, the handbook covers all
aspects of the relationship between politics and technology including: Demand and support
for new technologies and innovation by the state The effects of technology policies
Technology development and innovation difference between various countries and regions
Policy instruments and techno-industrial innovation Dynamism and change as outcomes of
government policies Driving forces for science and innovative development Forming the
basis of this handbook are examples of regional development, country studies and a rich
variety of technologies, as well as topical issues such as divergent political interests in
relation to technology and the economic exploitation of technologies. Employing a
comparative and interdisciplinary approach in order to analyse the interplay between
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government activities and the development of new technologies, this handbook will be an
invaluable resource for all students, scholars and practitioners working in the politics of
technology, public policy and policy analysis.
International history was one of the midwives of the discipline of International Relations (IR),
and history has remained a key component of IR scholarship. As quarry for data, testing
ground for theory and site of investigation, history has long been one of the
unacknowledged partners of IR. Unacknowledged, but still formative and a constant
presence. This handbook offers a unique resource, capturing the state of the discipline and
providing a point of departure for future discussions. Through 9 sections, the contributors
seek to speak to the broader concerns within IR scholarship, exploring: Theories and
philosophies of history in IR Approaches and perspectives to historical IR Methodologies and
Methods Changes, Crises and Continuities A World before States A World of States A World
of Empires Political Thought and Historical IR Disciplinary Histories The last two decades has
witnessed both a substantial increase in the scope of historical IR scholarship and in the
sophistication of methodological approaches to history. Drawing the field together, this
handbook will be an essential resource for students and scholars alike.
This new Handbook offers a combination of theoretical, thematic and empirical analyses of
the statebuilding regime, written by leading international scholars. Over the past decade,
international statebuilding has become one of the most important and least understood
areas of international policy-making. Today, there are around one billion people living in
some 50-60 conflict-affected, 'fragile' states, vulnerable to political violence and civil war.
The international community grapples with the core challenges and dilemmas of using
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outside force, aid, and persuasion to build states in the wake of conflict and to prevent such
countries from lapsing into devastating violence. The Routledge Handbook of International
Statebuilding is a comprehensive resource for this emerging area in International Relations.
The volume is designed to guide the reader through the background and development of
international statebuilding as a policy area, as well as exploring in depth significant issues
such as security, development, democracy and human rights. Divided into three main parts,
this Handbook provides a single-source overview of the key topics in international
statebuilding: Part One: Concepts and Approaches Part Two: Security, Development and
Democracy Part Three: Policy Implementation This Handbook will be essential reading for
students of statebuilding, humanitarian intervention, peacebuilding, development, war and
conflict studies and IR/Security Studies in general.
Routledge Handbook of Global Environmental Politics
The Routledge Handbook of International Local Government
Routledge Handbook of Politics in Asia
Routledge Handbook on the European Union and International Institutions

Engagements with the postcolonial world by International Relations
scholars have grown significantly in recent years. The Routledge
Handbook of Postcolonial Politics provides a solid reference point for
understanding and analyzing global politics from a perspective
sensitive to the multiple legacies of colonial and imperial rule. The
Handbook introduces and develops cutting-edge analytical frameworks
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that draw on Black, decolonial, feminist, indigenous, Marxist and
postcolonial thought as well as a multitude of intellectual traditions
from across the globe. Alongside empirical issue areas that remain
crucial to assessing the impact of European and Western colonialism
on global politics, the book introduces new issue areas that have arisen
due to the mutating structures of colonial and imperial rule. This vital
resource is split into five thematic sections, each featuring a brief,
orienting introduction: Points of departure Popular postcolonial
imaginaries Struggles over the postcolonial state Struggles over land
Alternative global imaginaries Providing both a consolidated
understanding of the field as it is, and setting an expansive and
dynamic research agenda for the future, this handbook is essential
reading for students and scholars of International Relations alike.
Ethics and international Relations (IR), once considered along the
margins of the IR field, has emerged as one of the most eclectic and
interdisciplinary research areas today. Yet the same diversity that
enriches this field also makes it a difficult one to characterize. Is it, or
should it only be, the social-scientific pursuit of explaining and
understanding how ethics influences the behaviours of actors in
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international relations? Or, should it be a field characterized by what
the world should be like, based on philosophical, normative and policybased arguments? This Handbook suggests that it can actually be both,
as the contributions contained therein demonstrate how those two
conceptions of ethics and international relations are inherently linked.
Seeking to both provide an overview of the field and to drive debates
forward, this Handbook is framed by an opening chapter providing a
concise and accessible overview of the complex history of the field of
ethics and IR, and a conclusion that discusses how the field may
progress in the future and what subjects are likely to rise to
prominence. Within are forty-four distinct and original contributions
from scholars teaching and researching in the field, which are
structured around eight key thematic sections: philosophical
foundations international relations theory international security and
just war justice, rights and global governance international intervention
environment, health and migration global economics religion and ethics
Drawing together a diverse range of scholars, the Routledge Handbook
of Ethics and International Relations provides a cutting-edge overview
of the field by bringing together these eclectic, albeit dynamic, themes
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and topics. It will be an essential resource for students and scholars
alike.
Discussing cutting-edge debates in the field of international ethics, this
key volume builds on existing work in the normative study of
international relations. It responds to a substantial appetite for
scholarship that challenges established approaches and examines new
perspectives on international ethics, and that appraises the ethical
implications of problems occupying students and scholars of
international relations in the twenty-first century. The contributions,
written by a team of international scholars, provide authoritative
surveys and interventions into the field of international ethics. Focusing
on new and emerging ethical challenges to international relations, and
approaching existing challenges through the lens of new theoretical
and methodological frameworks, the book is structured around five
themes: • New directions in international ethics • Ethical actors and
practices in international relations • The ethics of climate change,
globalization, and health • Technology and ethics in international
relations • The ethics of global security Interdisciplinary in its scope,
this book will be an important resource for scholars and students in the
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fields of politics and international relations, philosophy, law and
sociology, and a useful reference for anyone who wishes to acquire
‘ethical competence’ in the area of international relations.
Providing a comprehensive overview of Russia’s foreign policy
directions, this handbook brings together an international team of
scholars to develop a complex treatment of Russia’s foreign policy. The
chapters draw from numerous theoretical traditions by incorporating
ideas of domestic institutions, considerations of national security and
international recognition as sources of the nation’s foreign policy.
Covering critically important subjects such as Russia’s military
interventions in Ukraine and Syria, the handbook is divided into four
key parts: Part I explores the social and material conditions in which
Russia’s foreign policy is formed and implemented. Part II investigates
tools and actors that participate in policy making including diplomacy,
military, media, and others. Part III provides an overview of Russia’s
directions towards the United States, Europe, Asia, the Middle East,
Eurasia, and the Arctic. Part IV addresses the issue of Russia’s
participation in global governance and multiple international
organizations, as well as the Kremlin’s efforts to build new
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organizations and formats that suit Russia’s objectives. The Routledge
Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy is an invaluable resource to
students and scholars of Russian Politics and International Relations, as
well as World Politics more generally.
The Routledge Handbook of French Politics and Culture
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Politics
The Routledge Handbook of Soft Power
The Routledge Handbook of East European Politics
The Routledge Handbook of Soft Power is the first volume to offer a comprehensive
and detailed picture of soft power and associated forms of public diplomacy. The
terms soft power and public diplomacy have enormous currency in media and policy
discourse, yet despite all the attention the terms remain conceptually ambiguous for
analysts of international influence. The consequence is that the terms have survived as
powerful, yet criticized, frames for influence. Divided into two main parts, Part I
outlines theoretical problems, methodological questions, the cultural imperative and
the technological turn within the study of soft power and Part II focuses on bringing
the theory into practice through detailed discussion of key case studies from across
the Americas, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. This innovative handbook
provides a definitive resource for students and scholars seeking to familiarize
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themselves with cutting-edge debates and future research on soft power and will be of
interest to those studying and researching in areas such as international relations,
public diplomacy and international communication.
Providing a comprehensive and cutting edge examination of this important continent,
Routledge Handbook of African Politics surveys the key debates and controversies,
dealing with each of the major issues to be found in Africas politics today. Structured
into 6 broad areas, the handbook features over 30 contributions focused around:The
State Identity Conflict Democracy and Electoral Politics Political Economy &
Development International Relations Each chapter deals with a specific topic,
providing an overview of the main arguments and theories and explaining the
empirical evidence that they are based on, drawing on high-profile cases such as the
Democratic Republic of Congo, Kenya, Nigeria, Somalia, South Africa, Rwanda and
Zimbabwe. The Handbook also contains new contributions on a wide range of topical
issues, including terrorism, the growing influence of China, civil war, and transitional
justice, making it required reading for non-specialists and experts alike. Featuring both
established scholars and emerging researchers, this is a vital resource for all students
of African Studies, democratization, conflict resolution and Third World politics.
The Routledge Handbook of IIliberalism is the first authoritative reference work
dedicated to illiberalism as a complex social, political, cultural, legal, and mental
phenomenon. Although illiberalism is most often discussed in political and
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constitutional terms, its study cannot be limited to such narrow frames. This
Handbook comprises sixty individual chapters authored by an internationally
recognized group of experts who present perspectives and viewpoints from a wide
range of academic disciplines. Chapters are devoted to different facets of illiberalism,
including the history of the idea and its competitors, its implications for the economy,
society, government and the international order, and its contemporary iterations in
representative countries and regions. The Routledge Handbook of IIliberalism will
form an important component of any library's holding; it will be of benefit as an
academic reference, as well as being an indispensable resource for practitioners,
among them journalists, policy makers and analysts, who wish to gain an informed
understanding of this complex phenomenon.
The Mediterranean space, defined by a major sea, a large number of littoral countries
and to some extent their hinterlands, is at the same time an interface between Europe,
Africa and Asia. This brings complex challenges in terms of achieving peace and
stability. Recently it has received intense international attention through the internal
destructiveness and spill-over from conflicts, primarily those waged in Libya, Syria
and, more remotely, Iraq. This Handbook provides an overview of the political
processes that shape the Mediterranean region in the contemporary context. It
explores the issues of crucial importance to Mediterranean dynamics through a series
of analytical sections that guide the reader towards a comprehensive understanding of
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the main regional interactions and trends. The Handbook explores: the complex
historical formation of the contemporary Mediterranean geopolitical perspectives
issues around peace and conflict the political economy of the region the role of nonstate actors and social movements societal and cultural trends. The wide range of
contributions from many of the leading academic experts on the region offers not only
insights into the debates and processes that structure each theme, but also key
pointers for a more general understanding of how distinct political, economic, social
and cultural dynamics interact across the region. It will therefore be a key resource for
policy-makers and students and scholars of Mediterranean politics and international
relations.
Routledge Handbook of Political Management
Routledge Handbook of Latin American Politics
Routledge Handbook of Public Policy
Routledge Handbook of Ethics and International Relations

The Routledge Handbook of French Politics and Culture
provides a detailed survey of the highly differentiated
field of research on French politics, society and culture
across the social sciences and humanities. The handbook
includes contributions from the most eminent authors in
their respective fields who bring their authority to bear on
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the task of outlining the current state-of-the art research
in French Studies across disciplinary boundaries. As such,
it represents an innovative as well as an authoritative
survey of the field, representing an opportunity for a
critical examination of the contrasts and the continuities
in methodological and disciplinary orientations in a single
volume. The Routledge Handbook of French Politics and
Culture will be essential reading and an authoritative
reference for scholars, students, researchers and
practitioners involved in, and actively concerned about,
research on French politics, society and culture.
The Routledge Handbook of Language and Politics provides a
comprehensive overview of this important and dynamic area of
study and research. Language is indispensable to initiating,
justifying, legitimatising and coordinating action as well
as negotiating conflict and, as such, is intrinsically
linked to the area of politics. With 45 chapters written by
leading scholars from around the world, this Handbook covers
the following key areas: Overviews of the most influential
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theoretical approaches, including Bourdieu, Foucault,
Habermas and Marx; Methodological approaches to language and
politics, covering – among others – content analysis,
conversation analysis, multimodal analysis and narrative
analysis; Genres of political action from speech-making and
policy to national anthems and billboards; Cutting-edge case
studies about hot-topic socio-political phenomena, such as
ageing, social class, gendered politics and populism. The
Routledge Handbook of Language and Politics is a vibrant
survey of this key field and is essential reading for
advanced students and researchers studying language and
politics.
Featuring a stellar international cast list of leading and
cutting-edge scholars, The Routledge Handbook of the
Political Economy of the Environment presents the state of
the art of the discipline that considers ecological issues
and crises from a political economy perspective. This
collective volume sheds new light on the effect of economic
and power inequality on environmental dynamics and,
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conversely, on the economic and social impact of
environmental dynamics. The chapters gathered in this
handbook make four original contributions to the field of
political economy of the environment. First, they revisit
essential concepts and methods of environmental economics in
the light of their political economy. Second, they introduce
readers to recent theoretical and empirical advances in key
issues of political economy of the environment with a
special focus on the relationship between inequality and
environmental degradation, a nexus that has dramatically
come into focus with the COVID crisis. Third, the authors of
this handbook open the field to its critical global and
regional dimensions: global issues, such as the
environmental justice movement and inequality and climate
change as well as regional issues such as agriculture
systems, air pollution, natural resources appropriation and
urban sustainability. Fourth and finally, the work shows how
novel analysis can translate into new forms of public policy
that require institutional reform and new policy tools.
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Ecosystems preservation, international climate negotiations
and climate mitigation policies all have a strong
distributional dimension that chapters point to. Pressing
environmental policy such as carbon pricing and low-carbon
and energy transitions entail numerous social issues that
also need to be accounted for with new analytical and
technological tools. This handbook will be an invaluable
reference, research and teaching tool for anyone interested
in political economy approaches to environmental issues and
ecological crises.
The Routledge Handbook of Translation and Politics presents
the first comprehensive, state of the art overview of the
multiple ways in which ‘politics’ and ‘translation’
interact. Divided into four sections with thirty-three
chapters written by a roster of international scholars, this
handbook covers the translation of political ideas, the
effects of political structures on translation and
interpreting, the politics of translation and an array of
case studies that range from the Classical Mediterranean to
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contemporary China. Considering established topics such as
censorship, gender, translation under fascism, translators
and interpreters at war, as well as emerging topics such as
translation and development, the politics of localization,
translation and interpreting in democratic movements, and
the politics of translating popular music, the handbook
offers a global and interdisciplinary introduction to the
intersections between translation and interpreting studies
and politics. With a substantial introduction and extensive
bibliographies, this handbook is an indispensable resource
for students and researchers of translation theory, politics
and related areas.
Routledge Handbook of International Relations in the Middle
East
Routledge Handbook of International Law
The Routledge Handbook of Political Ecology
Routledge Handbook of African Politics
This handbook presents in a comprehensive, concise and accessible overview,
the emerging field of international political sociology. It summarizes and
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synthesizes existing knowledge in the field while presenting central themes
and methodologies that have been at the centre of its development, providing
the reader with a sense of the diversity and research dynamics that are at the
heart of international political sociology as a field of study. A wide range of
topics covered include: International political sociology and its cognate
disciplines and fields of study; Key themes including security, mobility, finance,
development, gender, religion, health, global elites and the environment;
Methodologies on how to engage with international political sociology including
fieldwork, archives, discourse, ethnography, assemblage, materiality, social
spaces and visuality; Current and future challenges of international political
sociology addressed by three key scholars. Providing a synthetic reference
point, summarizing key achievements and engagements while putting forward
future developments and potential fruitful lines of inquiry, it is an invaluable
resource for students, academics and researchers from a range of disciplines,
particularly international relations, political science, sociology, political
geography, international law, international political economy, security studies
and gender studies.
From the United States to the Middle East, Asia and Africa, religion has become
an increasingly important factor in political activity and organisation. This
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Handbook provides a definitive global survey of the interaction of religion and
politics. Featuring contributions from an international team of experts, it
examines the political aspects of all the world's major religions, including such
crucial contemporary issues as religious fundamentalism, terrorism, the war on
terror, the 'clash of civilizations' and science and religion. Four main themes
addressed include: the World religions and politics religion and governance
religion and international relations religion, security and development.
References at the end of each chapter guide the reader towards the most up-todate information on various topics. In addition, large amounts of information
make this book an indispensable source of information for students, academics
and the wider public interested in the dynamic relationship between politics
and religion.
The Routledge Handbook to Global Political Economy provides a
comprehensive guide to how Global Political Economy (GPE) is conceptualized
and researched around the world. Including contributions that range from
traditional International Political Economy (IPE) to GPE approaches, the
Handbook gathers the investigations, varying perspectives and innovative
research of more than sixty scholars from all over the world. Providing
undergraduates, postgraduates, teachers and researchers with a complete set
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of traditional, contending and regional perspectives, the book explores current
issues, conceptual tools, key research debates and different methodological
approaches taken. Structured in five parts methodologically correlated, the
book presents GPE as a field of global, regional and national research: •
historical waves and diverse ontological axes; • major theoretical perspectives;
• beyond traditional perspectives; • regional inquiries; • research arenas.
Carefully selected contributions from both established and upcoming scholars
ensure that this is an eclectic, pluralist and multidisciplinary work and an
essential resource for all those with an interest in this complex and rapidly
evolving field of study.
Routledge Handbook of Religion and Politics
Routledge Handbook of NGOs and International Relations
The Routledge Handbook to Global Political Economy
Conversations and Inquiries
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